Product Information

Whether you’re furnishing a waiting, meeting or working area, Hay has a strength and clarity of design that ensures it works well individually, in larger groups and when grouped with other Landscape pieces. Hay shares the same aluminium leg as the Track and the Dune table range.
Hay

Standard Product Information

Structural frame: Mild steel integrally moulded.
Foam: Moulded CMHR
4-star base: Die cast aluminium finished in RAL9006 or Stone. Polished available as an upcharge.
Wire frame: 12mm Dia mild steel finished in RAL9006 or Stone as standard. Chrome available as an upcharge.
Glides: on 4-star base – Standard nylon glides (suitable for carpet, sisal, wool and nylon tiles, cork, etc.) with Anti-slip glides available as a no cost option (suitable for use on hard, smooth floors).
Glides on wire base: Clear polycarbonate glides as standard (suitable for soft floors, carpet, sisal, wool and Nylon tiles, cork, etc.)

Optional Upcharges

Two tone upholstery options
Polished 4 star base
Polished 4 star base and black column
Chrome wire frame